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Abstract
This article presents an overview of the existing acoustical corpuses suitable for broadcast news automatic transcription task in the
Slovak language. The TUKE-BNews-SK database created in our department was built to support the application development for
automatic broadcast news processing and spontaneous speech recognition of the Slovak language. The audio corpus is composed of
479 Slovak TV broadcast news shows from public Slovak television called STV1 or “Jednotka” containing 265 hours of material and
186 hours of clean transcribed speech (4 hours subset extracted for testing purposes). The recordings were manually transcribed using
Transcriber tool modified for Slovak annotators and automatic Slovak spell checking. The corpus design, acquisition, annotation
scheme and pronunciation transcription is described together with corpus statistics and tools used. Finally the evaluation procedure
using automatic speech recognition is presented on the broadcast news and parliamentary speeches test sets.
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1.

Introduction

The Slovak language belongs to a group of Slavic
languages, which are typical of inflection and free word
order. These features make the Slovak automatic speech
recognition task very complicated, and an extremely large
amount of data is required for automatic large vocabulary
spontaneous speech recognition. Different types of text
and speech corpora are needed for complex applications
such as automatic broadcast news (BN) processing or
media monitoring. All focus conditions (Stern, 1997)
should be distributed in the acoustical part of the speech
corpus as well. The broadcast news monitoring and
automatic speech transcription of BN shows are very
popular issues nowadays, because the government
regulation usually specifies the minimal amount of shows
with hidden subtitles for hearing impaired spectators.
There are several BN corpuses already available in other
languages. The Czech TV & Radio Broadcast News
speech corpus contains 50 hours of recordings and 26
hours of pure transcribed speech (Ircing et al., 2001). The
French corpus of the ESTER Evaluation Campaign
contains 100 hours recorded from 6 French radio
broadcasters using 16Khz/16bit quality (Galliano et al.,
2006). The French ETAPE corpus consists of 30 hours of
TV and radio broadcasts, selected to cover a wide variety
of topics and speaking styles, emphasizing spontaneous
speech and multiple speaker areas (Gravier et al., 2012).
The Thai Broadcast News Corpus contains about 17 hours
of speech data while the text corpus was transcribed from
around 35 hours of television broadcast news
(Jongtaveesataporn et al., 2008), but there is also an
ongoing LOTUS-BN project with goal of collecting 100
hours of the transcribed Thai BN shows (Chotimongkol et
al., 2009). The RUNDKAST: Norwegian broadcast news
speech corpus contains recordings of approximately 77
hours of broadcast news shows from the Norwegian
broadcasting company NRK (Amdal et al., 2008). The

Slovenian BN database (SiBN) contains 29 hours of the
transcribed speech from public RTVSLO-1 TV station
and 35 hours of recordings (Žibert & Mihelič, 2004). The
Iberian KALAKA-2 BN corpus, created to support the
Albayzin 2010 Language Recognition Evaluation,
contains around 125 hours of speech (Rodríguez-Fuentes
et al., 2012). And of course the LDC Hub4 BN corpuses
of English speech: 75 hours in 1996 set and 72 hours in
1997 set (Graff, 2002).
The Slovak language is a minor European language with
approximately 5 million of native speakers. Despite that
there are different types of speech corpora already
available. For example, a large Slovak speech database
was created as a part of SpeechDat-E (II) project (100
hours of speech over public switched telephone network
A-law compression 8kHz sampling frequency, mainly
simple commands, available as ELRA-S0095) (Pollak et
al., 2000), a database named MobilDat (100 hours, similar
corpus to SpeechDat but recorded over mobile GSM
network from different environments, not publicly
available) (Rusko et al., 2006), Parliament speech
database (136 hours of annotated parliamentary speech
from the Slovak parliament with 48kHz quality, contains
mainly monologues, not publicly available) (Darjaa et al.,
2011), APD project database (250 hours of read court
proceedings, planned speech, contains only monologues,
recorded in studio environment with 48kHz, not publicly
available) (Rusko et al., 2011), etc. Unfortunately no
Slovak annotated database consisting of different dialogs,
spontaneous speech or live coverage with different
background conditions is available for automatic
broadcast news processing and spontaneous speech
recognition task.

2.

TUKE-BNews-SK Corpus Design

During last years a new broadcast news corpus
TUKE-BNews-SK for building acoustic and language
models was created in our laboratory consisting of 265
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hours of recorded TV broadcast news shows and
annotated using Transcriber tool (Barras et al., 2001).
178’152 speech utterances extracted from the corpus
suitable for continuous speech recognition acoustic model
training cover around 186 hours of annotated corpus. The
recordings were made in MPEG2 format from digital
broadcast of the Slovak public TV “Jednotka”.
The textual part of the corpus brings important
information also for spontaneous speech language model
adaptation for future experiments, because the transcribed
utterances in the shows contain not only planned but also
a 32.7 hours of spontaneous speech (F1 - condition in
Table 1) which is a very challenging task. The distribution
of all focus conditions and speaker gender is presented in
the Table 1 and Table 2 below.
F0 – prepared speech in studio

94.38 h

F1 – spontaneous speech in studio

32.70 h

F2 – prepared telephone speech
(reduced-bandwidth)

2.07 h

F3 – speech with music in background
(SNR<10dB)

19.15 h

F4 – speech under degraded acoustical
conditions

43.36 h

F5 – speech performed by a non-native
speaker

1.24 h

FX – combination of the focus conditions
listed above (F1-F5)

21.39 h

Table 1: Focus conditions distributions in Slovak BN
Corpus (TUKE-BNews-SK).
Speaker gender

3.

Number
Percent
of utterances from all

Female

88 941

47%

Male

99 882

53%

Speaker gender

Number
of speakers

Percent
from all

Female

4 195

37%

Male

7 447

63%

Table 2: Gender distribution in Slovak BN Corpus
(TUKE-BNews-SK) of all speech segments (it covers
also utterances excluded from processing, because they
contain malformed speech content).
The corpus contains 187’756 words in dictionary
extracted from 1’691’122 tokens in 166’938 utterances
from 11’345 speakers in the training set (statistics
generated also using Nechala (2014) tool). The training
set generation process includes filtering of inappropriate
non-speech tags or speech errors (stammering speaker,
words which even annotators could not understand, etc.).

The Annotation Scheme

The annotation scheme used in TUKE-BNews-SK was
constructed from DARPA Hub4 evaluation campaign
(Stern, 1997) and LDC corpus building instructions
compiled together during COST-278 project and
described in details by (Žgank et al., 2004b).
The annotation scheme was further extended for better
description of frequent noise and non-speech events in our
database. For example all noises from Transcriber were
extended by their background alternative. The bell sound,
overloading of the microphone input, applause and
cheering was added because of frequent occurrence
during outdoor or sports match reports.
More phonetic sets derived from Slovak SAMPA
(Ivanecky & Nabelkova, 2002) were evaluated, because
some phones have a rare occurrence and thanks to small
training data they do not improve the whole recognition
results. First of all, the SpeechDat based set was used as
the main phonetic set with 57 phonemes named “SD” set.
Next the reduction of the set was realized using only 45
most used phonemes named “SAV” set (no diphthongs,
and different pronunciations of graphemes “v”, “f”, “r”,
“l” & “n”). And finally an extended version containing 51
phonemes (diphthongs - back again and “shva” phoneme
introduced) was evaluated and named “SAVE” set.
Context dependent triphones were evaluated too and the
state tying mechanism from MASPER initiative was
compared with the results of the triphone mapping
solution described in (Darjaa et al., 2011b).

4.

The Pronunciation Transcription

The pronunciation dictionary was built using our Perl tool
which uses reprogrammed & extended Ivanecky (2003)
rules. The tool is generating mainly word level phonetic
transcription as it was used in the standard MASPER
training, but inter-word phone dependent transcription
could improve the results for spontaneous speech. The
inter-word transcription is difficult if there are noise tags
or any other non-speech tags present, because the tags
should be removed for phonetic transcription process and
then restored in previous positions.
We plan to extend the phonetic transcription scripts to
handle the tags in the sentence level processing and add
all new pronunciation alternatives to the resulting
phonetic dictionary automatically for the speech
recognition task.

5.

Corpus Acquisition

The database was captured using Technisat AirStar PCI
card of digital terrestrial broadcast (DVB-T) available in
Kosice region. The audio data was mostly recorded in
original transmitted stream of MPEG1 Audio Layer 2
coded stereo in 128kbit/s and 48kHz sampling rate quality.
Audio data were converted to mono after extraction of the
RAW waveform and down sampled to resultant 16kHz
sampling rate format. The original audio is also available.
The quality of the audio is affected by the compression
algorithm used in DVB-T transmission. This format is a
wide standard in the state-of-art digital broadcast systems,
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Figure 1: Example of the annotation in the chosen Transcriber tool
so the audio data will have the same characteristics in
common BN automatic transcription system input.
The TUKE-BNews-SK database was constructed in 3
phases during 7 years of working on different topics.
In the first phase our department joined the COST-278
pan-European database initiative (Vandecatseye et al.,
2004), where 3 hours of Slovak BN shows (private TA3
TV) were transcribed and segmentation and clustering
algorithms were evaluated. In this phase the Hub4 LDC
Corpus Cook Book transcription conventions (on LDC
website the Cook Book is not available anymore) for
annotation were used.
In the second phase the KEMT-BN1 database was
constructed using previous experiences and consists of 48
hours of recordings and annotations (STV1 evening
news). This database was used to train and evaluate the
first Slovak BN acoustic models. Based on the results and
experiences we have concluded that more language
resources are needed to train acoustic models suitable for
automatic continuous speech recognition of Slovak BN
shows.
In the third phase the first Slovak automatic speech
recognition system was built and next 210 hours of
material was captured from STV1 (Jednotka) television,
transcribed and evaluated (KEMT-BN2). An extended set
(more detailed) of noise and non-speech tags was
introduced for improving the third phase transcriptions
and for future use of non-speech events processing during
the language model evaluation.

6.

Annotation Tools and Formats

All manual annotations (no texts was provided together
with the recordings) were realized in the modified

Transcriber tool (see Figure 1), where new noise and
non-speech tags were introduced and the export to STM
format was modified (to force all non-speech and noise
tags to remain in the output text file, and to fix UTF8
characters handling). An automatic Slovak grammar
check was implemented and the Transcriber plugin
modification was used during the third phase of the
annotation process (also because of the faulty UTF8
characters handling).
The native Transcriber xml files .trs (see Figure 2) are
along with the original media files included in the final
database.
<Event desc="i" type="noise" extent="instantaneous"/>
Tí to však popierajú.
</Turn>
<Turn speaker="spk4" mode="planned"
fidelity="high" channel="studio"startTime="57.783"
endTime="76.299">
<Sync time="57.783"/>
V korupčnej kauze ide o nájomné byty v ^Košiciach
<Sync time="61.329"/>
ktoré stavala firma ^Kame.
<Sync time="62.985"/>
Figure 2: Example of TRS native Transcriber XML
format from the TUKE-BNews-SK corpus
The STM format transcriptions (the NIST Scoring toolkit
Sclite format) were exported (see Figure 3) together with
the WAV audio files that were used as the input for next
processing of the corpus creation mechanism. The
modified TCl/Tk Transcriber scripts are freely available
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together with this submission through LRE Map. The
database is distributed together with the original video
files for speaker verification purposes. The annotators
used the video files for identification of the real speaker
names from headlines in the broadcast news.
stv1_hl_spravy_17 1 Jarmila_Hargašová 55.561 57.783
<o,f0,female> [i] Tí to však popierajú.
stv1_hl_spravy_17 1 Katarína_Krajňáková 57.783
61.329 <o,f0,female> V korupčnej kauze ide o
nájomné byty v ^Košiciach
stv1_hl_spravy_17 1 Katarína_Krajňáková 61.329
62.985 <o,f0,female> ktoré stavala firma ^Kame.
Figure 3: Example of the exported STM NIST Sclite
format from the TUKE-BNews-SK corpus
The selection of the annotated data segmentation is also
important. As you can see in the Figure 2/3 the silence
inside a compound sentence shorter than 0.5 seconds was
segmented in natural breakpoints (usually when the
speaker makes a pause), so not a strict sentence level
segmentation was chosen. Breakpoint in the middle of the
silence part was inserted when the pause in the speech
utterance is between 0.5 and 1.5 seconds (also in simple
sentences). If the pause was longer than 1.5 seconds, a
special silence segment was inserted. Foreign language
utterances were marked with special tags, but the content
was not annotated.

7.

Evaluation of the Corpus

The acoustic model training for corpus evaluation process
was realized using the extension of Refrec (Lindberg et al.,
2000) and MASPER (Zgank et al., 2004) training scripts,
which consist of algorithms for conversion of the
databases in SpeechDat format (Pollak et al., 2000). Also
the configuration script, which includes all possible
combinations of configuration in one place was compiled
and the mapping of noise and non-speech tags to different
smaller sets was realized.
The training procedure was modified for continuous
speech recognition and inter-word triphones creation. The
unique triphone mapping algorithm (Darjaa et al., 2011 &
2011b) was implemented and parallel threads training
modification for speeding up the evaluation was
redesigned. Finally, the filtering scripts for improving the
training utterances selection process were evaluated. For
example: the sentences, where the forced alignment
recognition algorithm failed during the MASPER training
(Zgank et al., 2004), (so called outliers) were filtered out
from next training purposes.
The resulting acoustic model was evaluated using
language model built from different Slovak text corpora
(approximately 109 tokens) in our department described in
following papers (Hládek & Staš, 2010; Juhár et al., 2012;
Zlacký et al., 2013) and the open source Julius recognition
engine (Lee et al., 2009) was used for automatic speech
recognition on broadcast news and parliamentary speech
test sets. The 240 minutes (4h) subset of

TUKE-BNews-SK corpus was extracted for this purpose
containing 4343 sentences. The parliamentary testing set
of 75 minutes contains 884 sentences from database
compiled on UI SAV (Rusko et al., 2011). The results of
the automatic transcription are presented in the Table 3.
For comparing the impact of the acoustic similarity
between testing and training set the acoustic model based
on Parliamentary speech database (136h) was used for
evaluation (Darjaa et al., 2011).
WER [%]

BN AM

Parliament AM

BN test set

10.09

13.59

Parliament test set

17.28

12.62

Table 3: Comparison of ASR test results of the acoustic
model trained on Slovak BN Corpus (TUKE-BNews-SK)
and acoustic model trained on Parliamentary speeches.

8.

Conclusion

Our goal was to develop a big Broadcast News speech
database for Slovak BN and spontaneous speech which
will be available through ELRA/ELDA association. We
are working hard to acquire the broadcaster agreement of
using the captured multimedia content and annotations
outside of our laboratory, so the database is not freely
available language resource in the time of the submission.
Unfortunately the negotiation procedure could take more
time and effort than expected during the corpus
construction.
Finally we are working intensively on the web online
(bn.kemt.fei.tuke.sk) automatic multimedia indexing
database which will be available for the public, where any
new media file could be uploaded and after automatic
transcription process the subtitles for the corresponding
media will be available. The resulting audio or video file
could be played together with subtitle in optional karaoke
format and edited afterwards. Also an audio query search
engine will be included based on Gubka (2013).
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